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Waffle Goodness in a Stick!
The mouth-watering smell of hot delicious waffles is hard to resist - now you can enjoy those same
freshly made scrumptious waffles in an easy-to-handle stick shape, thanks to the new Sweet Treats Waffle
Stick Maker. Perfect for sharing with family and friends for a fun breakfast or quick dessert, or even
a tasty fondue, waffle sticks are also quick and easy to make. This nifty machine will turn out six
waffle sticks in minutes, ready to dip or decorate with your favourite toppings.
Waffle Sticks couldn’t be easier to make. Simply pre-heat the Waffle Stick Maker, wait for the green
light to illuminate, pour in the batter mix, close the lid and wait for approximately two minutes for six
tasty waffles to bake. To retain the crispness of the waffles, simply pop them onto a wire rack to cool.
If you want to make more waffle sticks then just repeat the process. And the great thing about waffle
sticks is that they can be frozen and then reheated in the oven or toaster until hot and crisp.
The Sweet Treats Waffle Stick Maker also comes complete with inspirational recipes to get you started.
Try chocolate flavoured waffle sticks, or how about buttermilk waffle sticks with a warm fudge dipping
sauce. Or, if you prefer just drizzle plain waffle sticks with syrup or honey and serve with ice cream,
the choice is yours! And if you are feeling more adventurous there’s a recipe for a savoury waffle
stick with a rich cheese dipping sauce.
Cleaning your Waffle Stick Maker is quick and easy. When you’ve finished making your waffle sticks
simply wipe clean the non-stick plates, then store away ready for use again.
Sweet Treats Waffle Stick Maker is great value too, at around (RRP £24.99) – available from Lakeland.

More about the Sweet Treats Range
Sweet Treats is a fantastic range of electrical home-baking products designed to give families hours of
fun in the kitchen – not to mention offering some inspirational gift ideas. Choose from:
Sweet Treats Cupcake Maker £21.99
Sweet Treats Brownie Maker £24.99
Sweet Treats Cake Pops Maker £21.99
Note to Editors: For further information, <strong>images or product loan</strong>, please contact Dianne
Kenyon Communications – email: dk@diannekenyon.com or mobile: 07891 225352
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